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• Regulatory Framework for Managing Induced 
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Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends

Unconventional: 2016 Waste Streams



Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends

Unconventional: 2016 Waste Management Trends



Unconventional: 2016 Percentage and Bbls by County

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Unconventional: 2016 Brine-to-BOE Ratio by County

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Unconventional: 2016 Summary
• 35.4 MM Bbls of brine produced
• 75.2% of liquid waste is being recycled
• 4.7 MM Bbls of oil and condensate produced
• 5 Tcf (1 B BOE) of gas produced
• Limitation: our data system only captures the 

first stop for waste, e.g., if waste goes from well 
 pre-treatment  UIC well, we only have 
information for well and pre-treatment facility

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends

Conventional: 2016 Waste Streams
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Conventional: 2016 Waste Management Trends



Conventional: 2016 Percentage and Bbls by County

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Conventional: 2016 Brine-to-BOE Ratio by County

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Conventional: 2016 Treatment Facility Inventory

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Conventional: 2016 Summary
• 4 MM Bbls of brine produced
• Only half of liquid waste is being recycled
• 1.5 MM Bbls of oil and condensate produced
• 120 Bcf (21 MM BOE) of gas produced
• DEP’s database is not comprehensive

- Only 65% of total wells are represented in 2016 
report

• Conventional industry is facing significant 
challenges relating to brine management

Current Oil and Gas Waste Generation Trends



Current UIC Disposal Well Inventory

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells

Comments

• Note that Stonehaven Energy Mgt Co LLC 
well is now online

• Only commercial facility is Bear Lake Prop 
LLC



UIC Permitting

DEP’s Oil and Gas Program completes an independent geological and well 
integrity assessment for every new UIC permit application:

• Area of Review (AOR) analysis for “seismic risk” that includes 3- and 6-mile radii 
around historic earthquake epicenters

• Rigorous analysis of geologic conditions at and adjacent to the well site
• A mechanical integrity evaluation of the proposed injection well
• Additional consideration for monitoring at offset wells

In addition to these criteria, the Oil and Gas Program also considers several 
enhancements that are discussed in subsequent slides

Surface permitting activities are also still conducted: Control and Disposal Plan 
and Erosion and Sedimentation Controls

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells



1) Geologic analysis
– Geological review of the area around the well, including the 

structural geologic framework

2) Detailed review of stratigraphy associated with UIC well
– Review of geophysical logging suites available to understand fully 

how well brines will be contained
– Confirmation of lower confinement whenever possible – this is 

particularly critical in situations where offset from basement rock 
is minimal

UIC Permitting

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells
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3) Seismic event monitoring and shut-down protocol 
– Operator development of a seismic monitoring and mitigation plan 

(SMMP) which includes active event monitoring
• One seismometer on site or a local seismic network tied to the 

state’s monitoring network (PASeis)

– As part of SMMP, the operator shall discontinue injection 
operations if a measured induced seismic event great than 2 ML
occurs within a 3-mile radius of the injection well – operations may 
not recommence until it has been definitively demonstrated that 
the seismic event is not associated with injection activities or some 
other approved mitigation strategy has been implemented

UIC Permitting

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells



4) Continuous pressure monitoring on outer strings and 
continuous casing pressure monitoring associated with long 
string (i.e., casing that houses the injection tubing)

– Recommend that additional gauges/valves be installed on outer 
casing strings to detect and address potential well integrity issues 
in real-time

5) Installation of pressure alarm and pump shut-down device
– Recommend installation of a pressure alarm and pump shut-down 

device outside the long string to safely keep any pressure leaks 
significantly below the pressure rating of the casing

UIC Permitting

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells



For more information:
http://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OilandGasPrograms/Oil

andGasMgmt/Pages/Underground-Injection-Wells.aspx

UIC Permitting

DEP Process for Permitting UIC Wells

http://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OilandGasPrograms/OilandGasMgmt/Pages/Underground-Injection-Wells.aspx


Review of Lawrence County Event

• Timing: Several low-magnitude earthquakes occurred in 
Lawrence County during the morning hours of April 25, 2016

• Locations: Mahoning, North Beaver, and Union Townships, 
just west of New Castle

• Magnitude: 1.8 - 2.3 on the Richter Scale – since the seismic 
events were recorded and felt only by seismometers, they’re 
considered “microseismic”

• DEP Analysis: These events correlated with operator activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several low-magnitude earthquakes occurred in April 2016 in Mahoning, N. Beaver, and Union Townships.The events are all classified as microseismic, as they are below the threshold that can be felt at the surface.Hilcorp, an oil an gas company, was completing wells at the time these incidents were reported.  The operator voluntarily took actions to mitigate the potential for any further events.



Review of Lawrence County Event
Lateral Locations, Epicenters per Lamont Doherty Network, and Geology

Orange dot is well pad location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map shows location of wells that were being hydraulically fractured when the seismic events were detected.Underlying bedrock geology is also shown.Operator was completing zipper fracturing on two wells oriented to NW at time of incidents.Last event occurred early in the AM on 4/26.



Well Site Area and Regional Geologic Structure

The Rome Trough is associated with thickening sediments and greater offset to crystalline basement rock

Review of Lawrence County Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the location of the Rome Trough relative to where the seismic events took place – the depth to crystalline basement rock north and west of this feature decreases and may make this area more prone to induced seismic activity.



Lawrence County Event Details

Seismic Event Locations with Regional Geologic Structure

 

Mapped 
extent of 
lineament 

Proposed 
extent of 
lineament 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the projected location of the Blairsville-Broadtop Lineament along with several other SE-NW trending lineaments and mapped fault systems in the region.



Review of Lawrence County Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zipper fracturing is the process by which two adjacent directional wells are stimulated simultaneously – first one section of one well, than one adjacent section of the second well.Allows larger zone of pressure influence to be established.



Review of Lawrence County Event

Key Geologic Factors Tied to Seismicity and Forward 
Actions
• Structural geologic features in the area result in Precambrian crystalline 

“basement” rock being closer to the surface than in other areas of the 
basin: the depth in the area of the well pad is approximately 9,500 to 
10,000 feet

• The Utica Shale is approximately 2,500 to 3,000 feet shallower than 
basement rock

• Literature proposes that the Blairsville-Broadtop Lineament extends 
through Lawrence County, but currently the mapped extent ends in Butler 
County

• DEP is currently assigning special permit conditions to future permits issued 
Mahoning, North Beaver, and Union Townships; Lawrence County – over 
the longer term, an “Area of Alternative Methods” will be the primary 
mechanism for regulating this issue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural geology in the area results in Utica Shale being closer to crystalline basement rock than other areas where it is being developed.Other structural features in the area suggest that fault systems may be present.DEP is currently conditioning permits to address induced seismic risks.



For more information:
http://www.dep.pa.gov/About/Regional/NorthwestRegion/Com

munity-Information/Pages/Lawrence-County-Earthquake.aspx

Lawrence County Induced Seismic Event

Review of Lawrence County Event

http://www.dep.pa.gov/About/Regional/NorthwestRegion/Community-Information/Pages/Lawrence-County-Earthquake.aspx


Area of Alternative Methods
• Stakeholder workgroup is being assembled
• Rulemaking will focus on Utica Shale development in 

areas where the formation is closer to crystalline 
basement rock and/or portions of the state where 
measurable seismic events have occurred historically

• During interim period, DEP will continue to rely on 
permit conditions for certain parts of Lawrence 
County and PASeis/internal SOPs for response in the 
remainder of the state

Regulatory Framework for Managing Induced Seismic Risks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regard to induced seismicity relating to hydraulic fracturing, DEP is planning to develop a focused, area-specific rulemaking known as an Area of Alternative Methods.Stakeholder workgroup is being assembled.Utica shale development in areas of elevate risk will define area of application.



Summary
• Geologic and engineering reviews to develop permit conditions 

will be used as the primary mechanism for regulating induced 
seismicity associated with UIC operations

• An “Area of Alternative Methods” will be developed to regulate 
induced seismicity associated with hydraulic fracturing

• DEP will continue to actively discuss research findings relating to 
induced seismicity with all groups performing research to better 
understand potential triggering mechanisms

Regulatory Framework for Managing Induced Seismic Risks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stay engaged with current research.Continue to condition permits to address low risks that exist for UIC development.Look at regulatory language for induced seismicity associated with hydraulic fracturing.



Thank You! Questions?

Seth Pelepko, P.G.
Program Manager, Well Plugging and Subsurface Activities Division

Bureau of Oil & Gas Planning & Program Mgmt
717.772.2199

mipelepko@pa.gov

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Stew Beattie, Lindsay Byron, and Harry Wise of BOGPPM for 
helping prepare the presentation materials.
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